We construct a new gating model and develop a new theory to study the escaping process of a ligand out of a spherical cavity with a puncture ͑or gate͒ on the surface. The gate undulation can be regulated by any time-dependent function and the motion of the ligand inside the spherical cavity is mapped into a two-dimensional entropy potential surface. Hence the driving force of our model is entropy only. For a static gate, the escaping process corresponds to climbing a two-dimensional entropy barrier. When the gate open angle is small, the escaping rate is proportional to the square of the opening angle. The prefactor of the escaping rate constant depends on the curvature of the entropy potential surface. For coherent gating, the survival time depends not only on the gate undulation frequency but also on how the initial state is defined. On the escaping from protein, our escaping rate shows it is qualitatively consistent with the experimental result of ligand recombination in myoglobin.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ligand recombination is one of the important processes in biomolecular reaction. According to the pioneer work of Frauenfelder and co-workers, 1 the recombination rate is strongly influenced by protein dynamics and shows the stretched exponential relaxation process of ligand motion inside the myoglobin pocket. This subject has attracted a lot of intensive studies experimentally and theoretically in recent years. Most of the enzyme protein has a cavity which contains the active site and the cavity is buried inside the protein globin. The ligand recombination process of the ligand binding to the active site includes binding and escaping processes. The binding process describes the entering of the ligand from bulk solution through the gate and binding with the active site. On the contrary, the escaping process denotes the dissociation of the ligand from the active site, escaping out of the cavity through the gate and dissolving into the solvent. For example, the fascinating ligand recombination process of myoglobin is the escaping of the ligand out of a gated heme pocket. The gate motion is controlled by the protein conformation change. Other related processes exist in the multihole drug release process and the ion channel problem.
The gated binding of ligand to protein has been considered by McCammon et al. 2 It is an oversimplified model. In their work, the ligand is initially dissolved in bulk solution. Protein is regarded as a sink with open and closed states. This two-state model allows the protein to interchange its gate states through a rate process. The limitation of the twostate process is ''the requirement that the gate must be closed for a sufficiently long time so that the equilibrium distribution of ligand can be reestablished. '' 3 Recent work of Zwanzig 4 studied the passage of a ligand or ion through a fluctuating bottleneck. In his model, the ligands pass through a fluctuating protein. The passage of the ligand is governed by the bottleneck whose cross-section area fluctuates in time.
His model is geometric and avoids the two-state assumption. However, the escaping out of a three-dimensional ͑3D͒ cavity of the active site with a gate has very few efforts. 5 In this work, we solve the escaping process of a ligand out of a spherical cavity with a gate whose motion is governed by any time-dependent gate function. Further applications to multihole drug release and the blob model of ion channel problems are under investigation.
In our previous paper, 5 we studied the unified kinetic theory for the escaping of the ligand out of a heme pocket. We solved exactly the first passage time distribution of a random walk on one-dimensional ͑1D͒ and 2D finite lattices with a periodic oscillation gate. The results of the 3D case were obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation method. Our model covers the complete range of viscosity ranging from ballistic to diffusive motion. We found that the 1D survival probability obeys an exponential decay law, but 2D and three-dimensional 3D cases follow a nonexponential decay behavior. The corresponding entropy barrier is defined as the ratio between the number of pathways starting from an initial position to the gate and the number of pathways starting from the gate and ending at the gate through a closed loop. The entropy potential surface was initially suggested by Zwanzig 4 to explain the reaction rate of the ligand passing through a fluctuating bottleneck. In his model, the reaction rate is proportional to the area of the gate cross section. According to the continuous model considered by Zwanzig, the entropy potential surface is obtained due to a mathematical consequence. However, in our discrete model, with the definition by trajectories, the entropy potential surface can be identified physically. Our 3D lattice model with finite volume is difficult to solve. In this work, we extend our previous 2D model to a 3D continuous model with complete re-flecting wall and gate. The gate in our model can be regulated by any time-dependent gating function. Our model is geometric and the gate undulation is entropy driven. We generalize a self-consistent method 6 to real time domain and solve both of the survival probability and generalized moments. Also, we find that the survival time strongly depends on the initial gate ͑open or closed͒ state. The escaping process is mapped into a stochastic motion on a twodimensional entropy potential surface. This entropy potential surface is physical and is proved by Brownian dynamic simulation without inertial term. The corresponding concept of replacing the ligand by a protein, i.e., the translocation of protein through a cell membrane, is considered in Ref. 7 .
The organization of this paper is as follows: we describe our gating model in Sec. II. The survival probability is solved by an eigenfunction expansion method. The survival time and mean first passage time can easily be extracted. In Sec. III, we show the existence of a two-dimensional entropy potential surface. When the gate open angle is small, a Kramers theory can be applied. A detailed discussion of the static gate and coherent gate is shown in Sec. IV. We also apply our model to the escaping process from protein.
II. THEORY
In this section, we develop a theory to solve the generalized moments for a ligand escaping out of a 3D spherical cavity with arbitrary gate undulation. The ligand motion obeys a stochastic process.
Let us consider a spherical cavity with the ligand initially located at its center ͑see Fig. 1͒ . On the surface of this cavity, there is a puncture that acts as a gate whose undulation is regulated by protein dynamics. The motion of the ligand follows a 3D-Smoluchowski equation with undulated radiation boundary condition
Here R is the cavity radius and ⍀ is the solid angle. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑1͒ describes the surface reaction and is an unknown function at this moment. 6 The ligand diffuses inside the cavity with diffusion constant D 0 and is bounced back from the wall until it reaches the gate part. Note that the ligand can only escape through the gate part. Instead, the rest part of the cavity surface acts as a reflecting wall, assuming that the gate can adsorb the ligand with reaction rate constant k 0 when it is opened. The gate part is regarded as a sink term in a diffusion-controlled reaction system. When the gate is closed, the cavity surface is a complete reflection wall. The boundary condition should be designed very carefully. As we know, the typical radiation boundary condition is given by n(R)ϭ(1/)r •"n(r)͉ rϭR , and means that the number of particles reacted on the cavity surface is equal to the flux onto the surface. Here ϭk 0 /4D 0 R 2 and r is the unit vector from the cavity center to its surface. This radiation boundary condition is time independent. To include a timedependent undulation one needs more illustration, especially at tϭ0. When tϭ0, and the gate is in a closed state, no flux leaves and no particle reaction occurs, i.e., n(R)ϭ0 and r
•"n(r)͉ rϭR ϭ0. If the gate is in an open state at tϭ0, the particle is just trying to react. Also, the initial flux is trying to leave the cavity through the gate. But we do not allow the particle to leave at tϭ0. Hence the radiation boundary condition is not obeyed at tϭ0, i.e., n(R,tϭ0) (1/)r •"n(r,tϭ0)͉ rϭR . When time evolves, and the gate is initially in an open state, the particle flows out in all directions toward the cavity surface. We adopt the following undulated radiation boundary condition for tϾ0,
where H is the Heaviside operator. Here we define the Heaviside operator as H((t)Ϫ)n(r,t)ϭn (r,H((t) Ϫ),,t). The inverse Heaviside operator is defined as H Ϫ1 ((t)Ϫ), which satisfies the following relationship:
In Eq. ͑2͒, outside the gate part, the flux is zero when tϾ0, i.e., the flux is totally reflected. In our theory, the reaction rate k 0 is an arbitrary parameter. In Sec. IV, k 0 will be set to infinity. For convenience, we define F(t)ϭ(1/)H Ϫ1 ((t)Ϫ) and grad(r)ϭr •" r . The general solution of the probability density is n͑r,t ͒ϭn 0 ͑ r,t ͒Ϫ ͵ dtЈd⍀ЈG͑rϪR;tϪtЈ͒͑⍀Ј,tЈ͒. ͑3͒
In this formal solution, the space integration is not confined inside the cavity. Note that n 0 (r,t) is the free solution of particle distribution without reaction. The puncture on the cavity surface has two kinds of functions, i.e., gating and reaction. Our theory is similar to a two-perturbation theory. In n 0 (r,t), we only omit the reaction part and the gating part is still kept. We leave a detailed discussion of this point to FIG. 1 . Spherical cavity with a gate on its surface. The ligand is initially located at the center. Here r denotes the radial coordinate, • is the polar angle, and is the azimuth angle. The gate undulation is regulated by the polar angle. The protein dynamics information is contained in the gating function (t).
Sec. IV A. Now we can define the dynamical inverse functional, following the method of Ref. 
Ϫ1 . This (k,) space integral expression is discussed in Ref. 8 . However, they do not obtain an exact result. In this work, we solve the dynamical inverse functional K
Ϫ1
in the real time domain. Now let us rewrite the formal solution of n (r,t) as ͐d⍀ЈdtЈG(r,RЈ;t,tЈ)(⍀Ј;tЈ) ϭϪ(n(r,t)Ϫn 0 (r,t)). Since the particle reacts only on the gate part of the cavity surface, we choose rϭR in term. 
Because there is only one sink ͑or gate part͒ on the cavity surface, we do not need to average out the sinks. We certainly need to integrate out the stochastic average of (t). But we will not do it at this stage. Let us define the survival probability as C(t)ϭ͐ V d 3 rn(r,t). We have the general expression of the survival probability
ϫG͑rϪRЈ;tϪtЈ͒ϫg͑⍀Ј,⍀ٞ;tЈ,tٞ͒ ϫK Ϫ1 ͑ ⍀ٞ,⍀Љ;tٞ,tЉ͓͒␦͑tЉ͒ϪF͑tЉ͒
Here V is the cavity volume. Typically there is only one ligand that can stay inside the cavity of the enzyme protein.
The initial total probability distribution is equal to one. Since n 0 (r,t) expresses the density distribution without reaction while the gating behavior is still kept, the particle is still confined inside the cavity. The particle never escapes out of the cavity when the sink term is absent. Therefore, the particle probability distribution is conserved for a closed cavity, i.e., ͐ V dr 3 n 0 (r,t)ϭ1. This constrain is also used in Sec. IV A. Now we turn to the calculation of the dynamical surface inverse functional K Ϫ1 (⍀,⍀Ј;t,tЈ). We apply the plane wave expansion to Eq. ͑4͒ and obtain
where
Here Y lm (⍀) is the spherical harmonic function and
* (lЈ), where z n ϭͱi͉n ͉ and n ϭn D . Here, 2 F 1 (␣ 1 ,␣ 2 ;␤;z) is the Gauss' hypergeometric function, and I (z) and K (z) are modified Bessel functions. The properties of a n Ј assure the time symmetry of the survival probability C(Ϫ͉t͉)ϭC(͉t͉), i.e., C(t) is a real function. To solve g (⍀Љ,⍀Ј;tЉ,tЈ) in Eq. ͑6͒, we expand F(t) via the spherical harmonic function
Substituting the results of K Ϫ1 and F(t) into Eq. ͑6͒, we are able to solve the dynamic surface inverse functional g͑⍀Љ,⍀Ј;tЉ,tЈ͒
where c n ͑ lٞ,mٞ͒ϭϪͱ2
• ) represents the 3 j symbol. R Ϫ expresses RϪ⑀ and ⑀→0 ϩ . The appearance of the 3 j symbol is due to the flux term in Eq. ͑2͒. F l is the Fourier transform F l in Eq. ͑10b͒. After a tedious but straightforward working with the simplification of the 3 j symbol terms of c n (l,m) in C(t), the final result of the survival probability becomes
where a n (lϭ0
, where z ϭͱi and ϭ D . Here 1 F 2 (␣;␤ 1 ,␤ 2 ;z) is the hypergeometric function and n 0 (k) is the inverse Fourier transform of n 0 (r). Now, by using Eq. ͑12͒ we can evaluate the generalized moments. Applying the Laplace transform to the survival probability, i.e., C (s)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dte
On the other hand in the low-frequency regime, we obtain
Re͓ϪA n /n 2 ͔ϩ¯. The equilibrium part of the survival probability contains the zeroth order term 1ϩA 0 . Furthermore, the survival time and mean first passage time are defined as 0 ϭϪ2 ͚ nϭ1 ϱ Re͓iA n /n͔ and 1 ϭ2͚ nϭ1 ϱ Re͓A n /n 2 ͔, respectively. If there is a gate which is not closed all the time, i.e., n(͉r͉ϭR,t)ϭ(1/)F(t)r
•"n(r,t)͉ rϭR 0, then the a 0 term is equal to infinity and the equilibrium survival probability C eq (tϭϱ)ϭ1 Ϫ 1 F 2 (3/2;5/2;1;0) is equal to zero. This means that the ligand escapes out of the cavity after a long run. If the gate is always closed, then the particle is totally reflected from the wall n(͉r͉ϭR,t)ϭ0 and the survival probability C(t) is equal to one. The ligand never escapes out of the cavity.
III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ENTROPY BARRIER
In this section, we show the existence of the entropy potential surface in our spherical cavity model. By using the entropy potential surface, the Boltzmann distribution is obtained. This can help us to solve the free solution n 0 (r,t) in the next section and to check the limiting case of our analytical result. Now we come back to the 3 D spherical cavity model in Eq. ͑1͒ with a static gate and three-dimensional spherical coordinates ͑r, , ͒. The gate opening angle is in the range of 0рр max . Here max is the maximum opening polar angle of the gate. We omit the surface reaction term in Eq. ͑1͒ and reexpress it in a spherical coordinate as
͑13͒
The initial and boundary conditions are given by
Let us consider an ansatz for a solution that corresponds to a symmetric distribution over by g(r,,t)ϭ2r 2 sin n(r,,t). The initial and boundary conditions are transferred to g(r,,0)ϭsin /2␦(rϪa) and g(R,р max ,t)ϭ0. Equation ͑13͒ can be recast in terms of the entropy potential surfaces Ū as
Here ␤ϭ1/k B T and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The ligand motion inside a three-dimensional spherical cavity is then mapped into a stochastic motion on a two-dimensional entropy potential surface ͑Fig. 2͒,
where VϭϪk B T ln(r/R) 2 and UϭϪk B T ln sin . A spot at the rϭR cross section represents the gate and the spot size is the same as the gate size. Note that the variables r and of Ū are separable. The particle is initially located at rϭ0 and ϭ/2, and it moves downward along the r-axis. This means that the particle moves toward the cavity surface first. Then, on the cavity surface, the particle motion follows a surface diffusion on a two-dimensional sphere. A similar expression of the entropy potential surface can be obtained by the spherical cavity volume Vϭ͐ 0 1 r
When the gate angle is small, the entropy barrier height is ϪkT ln sin max at rϭR cross section. Note that we assume the gate reaction rate k 0 is infinite. If we assume an Arrhenius rate expression for the surface diffusion as A e ln sin max ϭA max , where A is an unknown prefactor, then the activation part is proportional to the first order of max . In the following section we will show the result of polar angle dependent prefactor.
In order to prove the existence of a two-dimensional entropy potential surface, we simulate the ligand motion inside the closed spherical cavity by using the Brownian dynamic simulation method without an inertial term. The ligand diffuses inside the cavity until the thermal equilibrium state is reached. The equilibrium distribution of the ligand inside the spherical cavity is portrayed in Fig. 3 . This is a histogram and the grid point is 0.05 in the x-axis. Since the Boltzmann distribution is e Ϫ␤V /Nϭ3(r/R) 2 , the normalization constant N is 1/3. Figure 3 shows an integration of the spherical shell, i.e., 3͐ a aϩ0.05 r 2 dr and a is any grid point. The cavity wall is perfect reflection. This simulation is the same as solving Eq. ͑20͒. At rϭR, there is no particle distributed.
However, close to rϭR Ϫ , we have the distribution probability 3(R Ϫ /R) 2 . This agrees with the Boltzmann distribution on the entropy potential surface. Due to the radiation boundary condition, particle distribution can only exist on R Ϫ . The maximum of the distribution is close to the cavity surface and the ligand prefers to move from the cavity center toward the cavity surface. This explains the existence of the entropy potential surface.
IV. ESCAPING RATE
The basic characteristic time scale of our model is t c ХR 2 /D 0 , where the diffusion constant D 0 depends on temperature and viscosity. In our model, the reaction rate is better characterized by k D ϭ4D 0 R 2 ϭdiffusion rate constant and k 0 . The ratio ϭk 0 /k D denotes a competition between diffusion and reaction. Its limiting behaviors correspond to →ϱ ͑ϭ diffusion controlled reaction͒ and →0 ͑ϭ reaction controlled reaction͒. The gate undulation rate is regulated by polar angle (t) ͑opening angle͒ which is any timedependent function. Here (t) contains the information of protein dynamics or the conformation relaxation process. Let us define min as the minimum of the gate angle and relax as the characteristic time of gating. relax is manifested by the protein dynamics. The gating effect is due to ⌬ϭ max Ϫ min and relax . If R⌬ is smaller than the particle radius, then the ligand never escapes out of the cavity. On the contrary, when R⌬ is larger than the particle radius and ⌬ is small, the ligand escaping rate corresponds to an Arrhenius form. On the other hand, when (t) is a regular oscillation function of time, relax is a constant. If (t) satisfies a stretched exponential decay form, the relaxation time relax should have many different scales. There are two more implicit time scales. Through the analysis of Eq. ͑16͒, the diffusion motion along V corresponds to the ligand diffusing to the inner shell of the cavity surface. Once the ligand reaches the minimum point of the V-U potential surfaces, it starts to climb the potential surface U. This means that, once the ligand reaches the inner surface of the cavity, the ligand still wanders around the surface and takes time to reach the gate part. The ligand diffuses to the perimeter with time t c ϳ r . Then this ligand wanders around the perimeter with time ϳe ␤⌬G* ϭe ln sin max ϭsin max . If the ligand is initially localized at the center, the time scales should satisfy the relationship r (ϳt c )ϩ ϳtransient time. However, in our model, the particle is initially thermally equilibrated. The ligand escaping rate is in the range of e Ϫ␤⌬G* ϭe Ϫ␤⌬S* ϭk out ϳ Ϫ1 . When max is small, k out can be expressed as an Arrhenius form. Here, if there is only one rate constant for the escaping process, then our survival time is equal to the inverse of the escaping rate constant. If the time scales are separable, then the averaged escaping time is about av ϳ r ϩ ϩ relax ϩk 0 Ϫ1 or 1/k av ϳ1/k r ϩ1/k ϩ1/k relax ϩ1/k 0 .
A. Determining n 0 "r,t…
In Sec. II, we substitute the formal solution of Eq. ͑3͒ into the undulated radiation boundary condition and the par- ticle density nϭF grad(r)(n 0 ϩ͐G) is proportional to F, i.e., H Ϫ1 ((t)Ϫ). How about the n 0 -term? We should be very careful in analysis of the n 0 -term.
There are two kinds of functions of the undulated radiation boundary condition, such as gating and reaction. Because the definition of the n 0 -term in the formal solution of Eq. ͑4͒ is n 0 ϭparticle distribution for the system without the reaction term, the free state solution of the formal solution Eq. ͑3͒ still contains one function of the undulated radiation boundary condition. This does not mean that n 0 is the free state for the undulated radiation boundary condition without the gate part. Hence the particle free motion is still confined inside the spherical cavity with the gate part. We can rewrite our system with free motion as
The boundary condition can be recast as 
If we set k 0 →0 in the above equation, the particle probability density n(r,t) approaches n 0 (r,t). The free motion part of the formal solution of Eq. ͑19͒ should include a free term n 0 0 that should obey the following diffusion equation:
with the radiation boundary condition but no gate part,
This is just a free motion inside a confined geometry. In other words, the free motion part of n(r,t) is n 0 (r,t), i.e., without the reaction part. The free motion part of n 0 (r,t) is n 0 0 (r,t), i.e., without both reaction and gate parts. Unfortunately, the steady-state solution of n 0 0 is also difficult to solve. Remember that the Brownian dynamic simulation in Sec. III just solves Eq. ͑20͒. However, using our entropy potential surface argument, the radial part of the entropy potential surface is VϭϪk B T ln r 2 . Hence the thermal equilibrated probability distribution is just the Boltzmann distribution, i.e., n 0 0 (r,tϭϱ)ϭ3r 2 . This argument is proved in Fig.  3 , where the thermal equilibrium at rϭR gives n 0 0 (R). This confirms that our choice of n 0 0 (R) is correct. Now in the limit of k 0 →0, the gate does not absorb the ligand or the ligand is not allowed to escape, Eq. ͑17͒ has the formal solution Now we can substitute Eq. ͑21͒ into the third term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑22͒, i.e., F(tЉ)grad(rЉ) n 0 0 (rЉ,tЉ)͉ r Љ ϭR ϭH Ϫ1 (tЉ)n 0 0 (rЉ,tЉ)͉ r Љ ϭR . We approximate n 0 0 (R,t) as n 0 0 (R)ϭ3, i.e., time independent. This means that the ligand inside the cavity is initially thermally distributed. Finally, we have
Substituting Eq. ͑23͒ into Eq. ͑12͒, we obtain the survival probability
and c 0 ϭc 0 . The numerical calculation of Eq. ͑24͒ is difficult due to the convergence problem of the e int factor. However, useful information such as survival time still can be obtained. We extract the coefficients of C(t), which is useful in calculating the survival time, as
Now we turn to the calculation of the escaping rate. Since the expansion coefficients of C(t) satisfy the relationship of
Re͓A n ͔e Ϫint ϭreal number and the survival probability is time symmetry, i.e., C(Ϫ͉t͉)ϭC (͉t͉) . Noted that in Sec. II the survival time is a sum of A n terms. The calculation of the summation is difficult. According to the expansion of A n in terms of n, i.e.,
we can obtain the even-order term of the generalized moments. The zeroth order term of the expansion of A nϾ0 in terms of n gives us the survival time. It is obvious that with-out calculating the summation in Sec. II the survival time information is actually storied in A n . We can extract the escaping rate constant k out through 0 Ϸk out Ϫ1 ϭ zeroth order term of A n ϭϪ 3
where N 0 ϭn 0 0 (R)͕1ϩ1/ͱ(2/)H 0 Ϫ1 (n)A(R)͖. In Eq. ͑26͒, N 0 and b n correspond to the initial condition of radial-axis direction motion. The factor (a n ϩc n ) Ϫ1 describes the iterative attempt to escape from the spherical cavity. In other words, bouncing back propagation from the nonreactive or wall part of the surface motion is counted. Equation ͑26͒ is the most general result of our model. To simplify the definition of the escaping process, we would like to adopt k 0 →ϱ. For a perfect absorption gate, i.e., →ϱ, we obtain 0 ϭϪ 1
Equation ͑27͒ is the main result of our work. The eigenfunction expansion of the Heaviside operator has the lϭ0 term left only. This just reflects the fact that the gate is on the cavity surface. n 0 0 (R) actually denotes that the initial state is thermally distributed and the Re͓F 0 Ϫ1 (n→0)͔ factor corresponds to the motion in the angular part or gate part. The argument of n→0 means that we count the low-frequency regime of the time average of the gate undulation. It is worth noting that the radial and angular parts are separable. This is consistent with the entropy potential surface argument. In Sec. III, the gate part is static. However, Eq. ͑27͒ is for any time-dependent gate function and is rescaled by D . Since the inefficiency reaction, i.e., bouncing back part, is zero in Eq. ͑27͒, we obtain a very simple expression for the survival time. The gating information or protein dynamics is stored in the F 0 Ϫ1 (n→0) factor which shows some very interesting behaviors. We will discuss the static gating and coherent gating in the following sections.
B. Static gating
In this section we show the correctness of Eq. ͑27͒ by comparing the small angular limiting behavior of 0 with the Kramers theory of the entropy barrier found in Sec. III. The detailed analysis of Eq. ͑27͒ shows that the prefactor of Kramers theory is curvature dependent. This is an outstanding problem in Kramers theory.
For the time-independent gating problem, the factor F 0 Ϫ1 (n→0) is equal to (cos max Ϫ1)
Ϫ1
. The survival time of the escaping process is simplified to 0 ϭϪ 1
.
͑28͒
When max Ӷ, we have the simplified result of
According to our entropy barrier analysis, k out (Ϸ 0 ؊1 ) is proportional to the first order of max . However, the prefactor is unknown in Kramers theory. Here, according to Eq. ͑29͒, we solve the prefactor as ͱ2n 0 0 (R) ؊1 max . It is interesting to know that the prefactor term includes another max term and is curvature dependent. The escaping rate is proportional to max 2 . Zwanzig, in Ref. 4 , without knowing the prefactor, has suggested that the escaping rate is proportional to max 2 . In Ref. 9, a mean first passage time method has been used to evaluate the escaping rate of a surface diffusion and the escaping rate is proportional to 1/ln(2/ max 2 ). Their result does not agree with the Arrhenius rate expression. Also, they only consider the surface diffusion part. Their rate constant diverges logarithmically when the gate-opening angle approaches zero. Our escaping rate includes the radial part and diverges faster than theirs. The reason for the fundamental difference is the way that we count the escaping process. In Ref. 9, the mean first passage time is defined as the averaged time needed for the ligand diffusing from the minimum of potential surface U, i.e., ϭ/2, to the gate boundary max on the cavity surface. The ligand is absorbed only on the perimeter of the gate part. However, our survival time is defined as the averaged time for the particle passing through the whole gate area. It is easy to imagine that the rate is related to the area of the gate part. This is the same as what Zwanzig suggested in Ref. 4 .
C. Coherent gating
In this section we show that the survival time depends on the initial gate state and the gate undulation frequency.
Let us consider the survival time for the arbitrary opening angle as 0 ϭϪ 1 ␤ ) with ␤ ϭ0.24Ϯ0.06 for MbCO and ␤ϭ0.14 for MbO 2 in 75% glycerol solution. Since the time-dependent gating function of real protein is unknown, we choose a fractal expression of the gate function as (t)ϭ max (1ϩcos((t) ␤ ))/2. This expression corresponds to a breathing of living protein instead of focusing on a stochastic decaying process and is based on the stretched exponential decay form of the protein relaxation process. Neglecting the initial state part of 0 , we can extract out k out from 0 . When the oscillation frequency is very slow, i.e., tӶ1, we find that (k out D ) Ϫ1 ϳ 2␤ . According to the relationship of D ϳ and ϳ Ϫ1 , we obtain the escaping rate as k out ϳ Ϫ(1Ϫ2␤) ϭ Ϫ . Here is the viscosity of the medium. 4͑a͒ The power ͑␤͒ of the conformation relaxation process has a strong connection to the power ͑͒ of escaping process as ϭ1Ϫ2␤. According to these relationships, we obtain the value of in the range of 0.4-0.74 for MbCO and 0.72 for MbO 2 . Our value is in good fulfillment with the experimental results in the range of 0. .
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we construct a new gating model and develop a new method to solve the survival probability of a ligand escaping out of a spherical cavity with an arbitrary gate undulation in a self-consistent way. We find the existence of a two-dimensional entropy potential surface and there are two characteristic time scales involved in the diffusion motion on it. The basic driving force in our model is entropy only. For a static gate, in the limit of a small opening angle, the escaping rate approaches an Arrhenius form. For time-dependent gating behavior, for example, coherent gating, the escaping rate depends strongly on its initial state. Our result on escaping from protein shows a strong connection between the power of the conformation relaxation process and of the escaping process. 
